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About This Game

A VAST WORLD TO EXPLORE:
Arcanium plays like a combination of Roguelike and Deckbuilding card games. At the start of the journey, the player selects 3
unique characters with a starting strategy in mind. The goal is to explore 3 of available Provinces in order to unlock the Final
Boss. Each Province is procedurally generated and presents nodes distributed in a branching structure. Nodes will turn into

random Encounters you will have to fight, Events, Quests, Merchants to purchase consumables, Forges to upgrade cards, Inns to
restore health and many other secrets you will have to discover yourself.

REAL-TIME COMBAT SYSTEM:
Arcanium features a unique combat system that takes place in real time and lets you queue your actions while paused. Your 3

Heroes must face tough strategic choices with every enemy encounter.

ROGUELIKE & DECKBUILDING CARD GAME:
The deck-building game requires players to develop a strategy for their deck on the fly, based on the cards they can obtain from
loot and in synergy with the Heroes they control. The player must strategically decide which cards are the best fit to make the

deck effective, when to sell or when to spend money to purchase various consumables and rations.

LONG TERM PROGRESSION:
Discover and Defeat each Hero in their homeland in order to unlock them and add them to you roster. All newly discovered

Heroes, Artifact and Ability Cards will be available to use in future journeys. Arcanium promises hundred of hours of fun, and
constantly evolving & challenging procedural content.
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